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About

Janet Clarke Hall
Janet Clarke Hall (JCH) is an Anglican residential college of the University of Melbourne. Located in Parkville
Victoria and established in 1886, JCH provides a supportive and academically stimulating environment for
its students.
As a technologically advanced school, JCH relies heavily on its ICT Systems. Uninterrupted Internet access
and a strong Wi-Fi connection are essential to promoting a seamless educational environment. However,
because of the age and restrictions of the JCH building, many students and staff members struggled to
access the Internet without incurring issues and delays.
JCH's IT Manager, Amrick Singh mentioned issues such as the "internet disconnecting, the lack of Wi-Fi
signal in people's rooms, [and the] inability to connect to devices," these problems were being reported to
him on a regular basis.

What Janet Clarke Hall wanted to
achieve

Janet Clarke Hall's Challenges

To fix their Internet and Wi-Fi issues, JCH wanted to
upgrade their problematic Internet backhaul, renew
their Wi-Fi infrastructure, and remediate existing
cabling between comms cabinets with fibre-optic
broadband.

The team at JCH had a rough idea as to the
solutions they wanted and needed, based on
previous experiences with their former IT vendor.
They wanted an IT&T partner who was open to
listening to their ideas and requirements, creating a
two-way working process.

To deliver this project, JCH was searching for a
trusted, respected IT&T partner that would be able
to provide a multi-faceted proposal. They wanted
to ensure all aspects of the project were aligned
and delivered with precision and quality in a timely
manner.

As a heritage listed building, JCH presented a series
of unique challenges. The main one being the WiFi signal, which was a huge issue for college. They
needed an IT provider who could deliver seamless
Internet connectivity, while still respecting the
history and restrictions of the building.

To get the job done, they chose Spirit.

Flexibility with solutions was our most important
thing because we found there were a lot of
vendors who were willing to help, but we found
they had very specific ideas about what they
thought would be best for us. What they thought
might be the ideal solution for us, without maybe
fully understanding our business and our usecase."
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The Spirit

Solution
Before recommending a solution, Spirit took the time to listen to the team at JCH to understand their
needs and IT requirements fully. This was followed by a series of site visits to give the team a better
understanding of the space, its challenges, and the most effective solutions for the staff and students of
JCH.
To create a seamless and reliable Internet connection for JCH, Spirit recommended several solutions:
Managed Wi-Fi
Previously, when their former IT provider had added
Access Points, they did not evaluate the coverage
and Wi-Fi penetration data to determine their
new hardware placement, which resulted in an
inefficient operating environment.
Their former IT provider did not empower the JCH
IT team with automation tools, portals or other
resources that gave them visibility over their Wi-Fi
network. This prevented them from resolving issues
independent of their IT provider's support team.
The existing Wi-Fi infrastructure and access points
were also over 8 years old, which meant black spot
areas existed within the building. Students regularly
reported dropouts, even when they were close to
such access points.
Disconnection, speed drops and other connectivity
issues were also reported when students moved
around different areas of their dorms. This negatively
impacted their study, as JCH's previous IT provider
offered inconsistent and inadequate support.
To resolve these issues, Spirit recommended
Managed Wi-Fi, an enterprise-grade Wi-Fi
product created to provide the necessary routing,
prioritisation, and network oversight capabilities JCH
needed.
The Spirit team worked with JCH to design a
wireless network that delivered seamless, secure
access to users, without negatively impacting their
studies. Their Wi-Fi is now managed and monitored
by Spirit's expert team, ensuring they receive the
ongoing support and Internet access they need.

LAN, Internet Fibre 1Gb/1GB (1000Mbps) and
internal recabling using optic-fibre networks
JCH's previous IT provider did not create adequate
records, documentation, or hardware distribution
maps of the college's existing systems. This created
challenges when upgrading and adding new
infrastructure to JCH's systems.
To overcome their IT and connectivity issues, Spirit
recommended new fibre-optic cabling to promote
a robust infrastructure. The team set up a Local
Area Network using the best infrastructure material
available to promote long-term quality performance
across the campus.
Spirit's Business Fibre Services now provide
enterprise-grade optical fibre Internet and network
services to suit the needs of JCH. Using 1 Gbps
symmetrical speeds, Spirit Business Fibre now
connects JCH's buildings to IDCs, private networks,
and directly to the Internet to provide stable,
reliable, and high-speed performance.
IT Manager Amrick said "Janet Clarke Hall is a very
old building, and being heritage listed meant the
team had to work around the restrictions in place.
We didn't think internal cabling was an option
which was a huge win for us because we originally
thought that wouldn't be possible. The team at
Spirit somehow managed to find a solution where
they manage to connect each network to cover
across the entire building with fibre within a couple
of days. Whilst ensuring it met all of the heritage
listed restrictions with the building. That was very
important! I don't know how they got it done, but
they got it done and that solved the issue, and it
future-proofed us, our speed and reliability."
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The

Results
Managed Wi-Fi and fibre-optic recabling now mean
that JCH staff and students now benefit from a
fast, reliable, and secure Internet connection. JCH's
bandwidth speeds increasing from 200/100 with
their previous provider to 1000/1000 with Spirit.
These have proven to be invaluable for both staff
and students. JCH residents can now study without
being restricted by a poor Internet connection and
can receive 24/7, adequate IT support whenever
they need it.
JCH staff now also have better visibility over their
IT network and have been empowered by Spirit
to take more control over their Internet solutions
using portals and automation tools that give them
a better view of their network. Spirit's Managed
Wi-Fi solutions also mean that if a problem does
arise, they can rely on our team of experts to
proactively monitor and resolve any issues quickly
and efficiently.

The immediate change is that I don't
hear any issues anymore. All the issues
that were there, discussed and reported
to me - they just weren't there anymore.
Spirit met all of our requirements and
actually exceeded them. [They] gave us
more than what we were looking for,
and feedback from staff and users has
just been equally fantastic - everyone's
just said positive things."
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Smart Solutions. Even Smarter Implementation.
At Spirit, we understand you need a technology
partner you can trust. We specialise in offering a
range of managed services for our customers that
take the headache out of their IT.
As one of Australia's leading technology providers,
we can take care of your whole IT and Telco stack
in one place, with a single point of contact for
everything.
Our team of experts have decades of experience
delivering bespoke IT solutions. They will take the
time to listen and understand your requirements,
before designing and deploying a bespoke solution
that grows as your organisation does. Our tailored
implementations improve end user experience
while also mitigating security risks. That is what we
do.
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